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October 26, 2015  
 
 

Performance!Nxt Release 12.7040 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Enhancements / Issues resolved: 
 
16314: The linear actuator sizing algorithms are updated for more accuracy in sizing 
these actuators.  
 
19942: A user was not able to set location for importing/exporting records in the registry. 
This issue is resolved. 
 
19831: A user reported that P!Nxt application threw unhandled exception error while 
trying to remove the positioner indicator model value. This issue is resolved now. 
 
19884: The part numbers are updated correctly if seat diameter for Kammer valves is 
changed to 4.5. 
 
20064: Mark One sizes 30 and 36 inch are enabled for Villach site again. These sizes 
were found to be missing during sizing. 
 
19565: The Min / Max temperature under PED category now displays 'See TCF' in the 
spec sheet rather than any values. 
 

20065: For TMCBV, VDI/VDE 3845 (NAMUR) is set as default positioner shaft when 
LPS is selected as actuator. 
 
19923: Application field is made mandatory only for New Valves / records.  
For revision, copy, or changing valve model from Model selection window, the program 
does not prompt user to specify Application. 
 
20151: For Logix 3000 positioner with spring return SuperNova actuator, the positioner 
shaft is defaulted to 3-way positioner action. 
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20192: For TMCBV with Logix 500+ Positioner, the positioner shaft is defaulted to 
VDI/VDE 3845 (Namur). 
 

20060: The rules are updated for ASME FlowPro to enable Butt Weld for sizes 1 inch to 
4 inch with default schedule set to 40. Schedule 80 and ‘Other’ are set as optional 
values. If size > 4 inch, the Butt Weld option is rule blocked. 
 
13277: PS Automation actuator is activated for Valtek GS at Villach and Thiers sites. 
 

20028: For Kammer valves, the mismatch in number of stages in the Trim Size drop-
down and in sizing screen is fixed. 
 
19885: Product definition and additional rule are added for global rollout of Multi-Z. 
These updates are done for body coating, liner material, plug material, seat ring 
material and stem materials. 
 
20092: Twin packing type is disabled for FlowTop and FlowPro for both ANSI and DIN. 
 

18925: The most economical springs from available springs list are now highlighted in 
different color in the sizing screen. 
 
20245: A user got Unhandled Exception Error during parts list generation. This issue is 
resolved. 
 
18930: If users change the Air to action from Sizing screen, the Fail Position is also 
changed automatically. 
 
20069: During importing records, an error message appeared and user was not 
possible to import any record. This issue is resolved. 
 
19512: A new hazardous certification model code 42 is added for Logix 500+ series 
when NAMUR Prox. P+F NJ2-V3-N or NAMUR Sensor P+ F SJ2 S1N or NAMUR 
Sensor P+F SJ2 SN switch is selected. 
 
17641: A new site EQR is added to the application where obsoleted Kammer valves 
(03000, 032000 & 185000) are available.  
 
19928: The body form for SmallFlow_385000 with short pattern is updated. Only Cast 
option is available for selection. 
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19864: Logix 500+ series is available for selection with Intrinsically safe hazardous 
location. 
 
19413: The sorting of records by ‘Alternative’ in the Valve Manager is corrected. 
 
19939: For Kammer Multi-Z model, FL and Sigma MR values are now populating 
properly in Detailed Calculation sheet and in deviation summary as well. 
 
19008: Sidewinder; a new severe service axial flow anti-cavitation trim is added for 
Mark One, Survivor and Mark 200. 
 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7040 determined that the resulting 
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software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


